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MARCH 2012           BY S. GOLDT 

Spring Work Parties – April 14, 21 and May 5 (moorings) 
 
Work parties generally begin at 9 AM. Please come to the main chalet (Doug 
Mackenzie Hall) to sign he volunteer hour book and find where you can help.  
Any tools you can bring will be greatly appreciated---yard clean-up tools, hand tools, 
power tools and extension cords, paint brushes and drop cloths, chainsaws, pruners, 
power sprayers, etc. The work party takes place unless it is a really steady rain—so 
bring your work boots, “duckies” and work gloves.  
 
Coffee will be available in the mornings and a 
lunch is served to all out volunteers.mmmm 
lunch 

 
Please do not launch boats or place personal 
docks on the work party days—the ramps are 
needed for the club’s work.  
 
On April 14, Access to the club is only through 
the north gate of the Fanshawe Conservation 
Area. Follow Fanshawe Road east of Clark Road 
to the end. The gate in the chain link fence will 
have a club lock that opens with the small club 
key. BE CAREFUL WHEN YOU RE-LOCK. If you 

cannot get in, call the club phone 519.451.8989  April 2012 

 

 
NORTH GATE TO FANSAHWE CONSERVATION AREA 
Lower left follow red on Clark Road to Fanshawe Road E.  
At the end is a chain link fence and gate 

 

Some of the work party projects include: 
 
1. Re-siding the storage building (Cottage)—headed by Hans Schaffner 

At the first work party, a crew will be needed to remove the old siding and re-sheath the 
building in preparation for the roofers to come in and complete installation of a new 
metal roof. Siding and staining will need to be done on the second work party.. 
 
2. Building walkways for the new sailing school docks-headed by Rick Goldt 

These will be new ramps from shore to the docks. Plans and materials are all set to go. 
 
3. Debris on the dock and ramps 

I had the opportunity to visit the club in early April and much of the debris has been 
cleared off the docks and ramps. Chainsaws will be needed to cut up a lot of large logs. 
A bin will be available to dispose of debris etc. 
 
4. Covered entranceway into the Doug Mackenzie Hall 

When the storage building roof is installed, a covered area over the new concrete pad 
outside the chalet door will also be installed. 
 
5. Main docks- tires and carpeting 

Fleet Captain, Nicholas Callender, said replacement carpeting is available and will need 
to be installed with the tires. Lots of lifting! 
 
6. Moorings- headed by Rob Perquin 

Marks and moorings will need to be prepared to set out. Last year, the water was off on 
the second work party so power washers will be needed to clean off the floats. Setting 
moorings can begin at the second work party when the barge is available 
 
7. Boat motors 

Jim Mackenzie had the club boat motors serviced and stored at Extreme Marine and 
they will be ready to install on boats. Hans has purchased new locking systems to 
attach motors to boats that will simplify use of the locks (one key for all locks) 

 
8. Painting safety boats, dories, race marks, picnic tables. 
 
9. Barge repair 

Arrangements were to be made for an outside company to sandblast the pontoons of 
the barge then weld any holes and  repaint. 
 
10. Launching barge and south floating docks 

This work will be completed in the second work party after the barge has been repaired. 
A tow truck will be called to help with this launch at that time. 

 
11. Trimming shrubbery 

Especially this year, plants will need to be removed in the area where empty trailers will 
be stored on a fee basis. This is in the upper parking lot, along the fence line. 
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 Last Winter Wednesday Dinner Out-Sailors and Paddlers 

 All club members are invited for this dinner night out. The  custom                           
 began as the Wednesday informal racers who often shared a dinner       
 at the lake discovered that they missed the camaraderie of those           
 warm evenings once the non-sailing season began.  

 Location: Johnny's Restaurant 

 Start Time: 6:00 PM 

 Details: 1910 Highbury Avenue, London, ON.                                                                                       
  North East corner of Fanshawe Park Road and Highbury Ave. 

 Please arrive or have someone in your group arrive before 6PM to ensure you 
can be seated with the group. 

     

                      FYC General Meeting                                      
      Thursday April 19, 2012                                                                  
       Location: HMCS Prevost, 19 Becher St.                                             
   Start Time: 7:00 PM 

This meeting is the final formal meeting held before the start of the sailing season. The 
next f will be in the fall. 
 
Al members are welcome-sailing and paddling alike-to bring forward concerns, ideas, 
and plans for the season or future of the club.  
 
Coffee and doughnuts follow! Meet your 2012 Executive and club members. 

 
                      
 

2012 FYC Open House – Saturday May 26 
This year’s Open House will be one day only and will not offer sailboat rides to all 
visitors. Volunteers from the membership will be needed to take visitors on walking 
tours of the facility and to answer questions about the club. 
 
Sailing School boats will be manned by sailing school instructors to offer rides for those 
who are very interested in learning to sail or joining the club. 
 
If you can help out, please contact a member of the executive or sailing school board. 
 
 

 

FYC at the Sports and Recreation Fair, Western Fair District 
February 25 and 26, 2012 
 
Volunteers 

 
Many Thanks to our volunteers: Rosemary Dickinson, Rick (attending) and Suzanne 
Goldt (promoting via FYC Communique), Paul Chesman, Roy Elworthy, Jeff and Vera 
Eames, Mike Morris, John Kabel, Brooke Wareing, Thomas Johnstone, Robin Wolfe, 
Nickaaddemus Roberts and Kevin Biskaborn (promoting via FYC website). 
 
The Show 

 
We were granted three booths for the price of two (non profit rate of $300/booth x 2) 
and with both boats it was a nice fit. Admission was $5. The booth was equipped with a 
Laser (lent to us by the Dietrich family), a Puddleduck (lent to us by Mike Morris) 3 long 
tables, a stand-up display that has been used at the FYC Open House and a laptop 
computer donated to FYC from Brian Hurst. Youth and Adult forms stapled with a ¼ 
page show special were set out along with FYC membership applications, FYC General 
1/3 card hand out, FYC business cards, FYC Open House 1/3 card and DragonBoat 
information. The Rowbust group had a booth of their own, not far from ours. 
 
The show officially ran from 9-5 Saturday and Sunday. Volunteers approached show 
patrons and each had their own approaches with different sales pitches. Everyone did 
an excellent job but it is hard not to single out Brooke Wareing for her enthusiasm and 
persistence in promoting our programs over both days. Although no one signed up on 
the spot (we also gave mail in directions) we all talked to a number of people who were 
interested in our program. More adult applications were handed out than youth; other 
forms were also handed out (general, open house, business cards and a few 
membership applications). Parking was an issue as the parking lot was also available to 
the arena just across the way. Our booth was at the end of the zip line, in the middle of 
the floor at the end of an aisle. There were never any huge volumes of people but often 
a steady stream. The big key was for us to approach passersby as only a few stopped 
on their own. Paul Chesman approached the Scouting booth to discuss the possibility of 
them doing training at FYC for their sailing badge.  
 
The London Boat Show was also occurring during the same week-end. It cost $10 to 
get in and they would have charged us $1,000 for a single booth. It is impossible to say 
which would have been the more effective show unless you held a booth at each in the 
same year and had a more concrete means of tracking business arising from it.  
 
It was great to see fellow members stop by the booth: Lori Chesman with her 
grandchildren, Nathalie, Brian & Elayna Hurst, Colleen, Mike and Martin Wareing, and 
Chris Milne. 
 
Conclusion 

 
It was an honour and a pleasure to promote FYC and the FYC Sailing School. Kudos to 
our volunteers – they worked very hard. Overall, we talked to quite a few people and 
promoted every aspect of the club. 
-Mary Watson 
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Thank you Mary Watson for all your hard work!!  
 

You did a good job setting things up with the fairgrounds people. I know you were 
burning the candle at both ends. What with your skating event and then the turnaround 
for the FYCSS. 
 
 I hope the members at the club know how valuable you are and the dedication you are 
putting into the sailing school. You did a great job, I don’t think it would have come off if 
it was not for you. 
 
 Your number one in my book.      Paul Chesman 
 
(ED NOTE: All of us feel the same Mary. Thanks for all your help in the club, stepping in 
when absolutely needed!) 
 
 

    
     Vera Eames with interested folks                Mike Morris assembles his PD Racer  

 

    
     Jeff Eames, Paul Chesman and Vera              Our information booth at the London Sports  
      Eames man the FYC booth 
 

                                       Photos by M Watson & P Chesman 

 
 
 
 
 

 
BOOK REVIEW  
 
The Biggest Boat I Could Afford 
Hughes Nughes  t A fine Wayfarer present! 

... 
Lee Hughes' account of his 2003 journey up the US east 
coast, The Biggest Boat I Could Afford, is an outstanding 
addition to any sailor's library! Lee has a light-hearted way 
with words that is music to my ears. When Marc and I got 
together with Lee on our way to the Midwinters in Feb. 2003, 
we met a unique, interesting and charming person. And he 
writes even better! 
 
The Biggest Boat I Could Afford is - in my opinion - a book that 

both sailors and non-sailors who have a sense of humour and 
adventure will enjoy. The fact that it is built around a Wayfarer 
is an added bonus for us Wayfarer sailors! Lee's book is now available  

 in Canada from Nimbus Publishing Ltd.;  

 also for Chapters members ($18.16 CDN) 

 in the U.S. from Sheridan House Inc. 

 in the U.K. from Seafarer Books  

 
 

 
 
AROUND THE CLUB 
 

1. Bike Passes--If club members show their current 2012 FYC 
membership card and car pass at the campground office, they can 
get 2 free bike passes for the conservation area. 
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2. Empty trailers and personal docks storage – Empty trailers and unused 
personal docks cannot be left on the club grounds.  
 
New this year is limited parking for 
empty boat trailers at FYC. Priority 

is given to boats along the shoreline and on 
moorings because of the variable water levels in 
the reservoir. The area used for this will be along 
the fence at the upper parking lot near the chalet. 
No boats may be stored there---just empty trailers 
for a fee of $30.00. A wait list will be maintained for the season once the 
places are filled. 
 
As well, storage of a boat and/ or trailer in the compound behind the UTRCA 
workshop is still available to FYC members. The fee for the sailing season 
April to is  $30.00  Storage for the winter season is $150.00 for 2012. 

 
Docks not installed before the second weekend in May will be 
considered abandoned and become the property of the club to be 
disposed of, recycled, or reassigned. Beginning in 2012, each 
owner of a finger dock should include with his or her membership 
fees a $50.00 security deposit, which will be refunded when the 

dock has been removed from Club grounds. 
 

3. Camping at FYC—This from the Fanshawe Park Superintendant for 2012- 
 

FYC members are able to spend the night on the 
reservoir (Ed: on their boat). They do need to register 
with the reg office so we know what is going on. No 
camping on the FYC Grounds. Members and out of 

town people will need to camp in the campground! 
  
4. Scheduling the Chalet To schedule the Chalet for an event, check the calendar in 

the Doug Mackenzie Hall for an available date and pencil in your event. Please let 
Suzanne Goldt know of the event so that the schedule may be updated and to help 
avoid conflicts.  
 
A list of instructions for use of the chalet is posted by the calendar—remember that the 
club is volunteer run so be sure to leave the chalet in good order, remove any leftover 
food and garbage to keep the critters out and let the club steward or an executive 
member know if there are any problems.  At all times, Club members should have 
access to the washroom facilities first aid phone etc. 
 
5. Overhead wires Be aware of overhead electrical wires. Boats cannot move through 

the campgrounds with mast up. There is an overhead wire in the north car parking area 
that is marked by sign. 
 
6. The 2012 FYC Roster will be available likely be available at the Commodore’s 

Reception. 
 

7. Boat and car permits for 2012-You will be receiving pre-ordered car and boat 

passes with your membership cards in the mail shortly. Please be sure that the passes 
are affixed to the car/boat. This is a requirement of the UTRCA and members who 
do not have their 2012 passes may be subject to fines by the Park Security or will 
be required to pay at the main park gate.  

 
8. Lawn cutting- For boats kept on trailers at the south parking area, please have a 

jack wheel attached to the trailer tongue on larger dinghies to enable the boat and 
trailer to be easily moved for mowing.  
 
9. PD Racers, dories canoes and kayaks A UTRCA boat pass is 

not required for this watercraft but it probably 
is a good idea to be sure the club knows it is 
there and that you have it marked in some. 
These can drift away in high waters (yes, even 

off the racks---however rare that is!). or be damaged (high winds , 
trees falling—whatever) . Helps a lot to know who to call!! 
 
10. New in 2012—rebuilt ladies washroom and look-out on dock staircase 

Thanks to Roy Elworthy who spent those wonderful march days at the club and his 
crew, the ladies washroom has been fully re-built for the upcoming season. 
What a super upgrade this has been! 
 

As well, a landing with seating was built half way down the long steep north stairs to the 
dock. An excuse to pause and enjoy the view....and a place to rest your weary legs on 
the way up. 
 

 
From the dock                          the deck                                     view from the deck 

 
11. HIGH WATER LEVELS A reminder that we sail on a reservoir used for flood control 

so heavy rain to the north can result in high water levels in the lake. The photo below is  
the flooded reservoir on December 2008. Water has been up to the top of both ramps in 
the past. Individuals are responsible for their own boats on moorings and at water level 
on the shoreline. 
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.To check the water level by the club dock, you can either: 
 A. Go to www.fyc.on.ca 
  Under the members tab, choose links.  
  Under weather select Fanshawe reservoir level 
  Select reservoir levels and find Fanshawe 
  Our dock is underwater at 0.70 meters (700mm) 
 B. Go to www.thamesriver.on.ca select water management 
  Choose Thames river levels and click ‘I agree’ 
  On the map, click on North Thames river then Fanshawe Dam ( at the 
   bottom of the map) 
  Select reservoir levels and fine Fanshawe 
  Our dock is under water at 0.70 meters (700mm) 
 
12. Change in General meeting dates in 2013 

Our constitution requires a 10 day notification to all FYC members for club meetings. 
With the Executive Meetings occurring on the first Monday of the mouth, the timing is 
tight when holidays occur to have the general meeting the following week. The 
recommendation is that meetings will be on the last Thursday of the month in 2013

   
 

 
 
From the Sailing School 
 
As most of you know, the Sailing School Director arrived back from Libya safe and 
sound; and a month early. Thanks to Mary Watson for very capably looking after things 
for the Sailing School while I was away. 
 
Things are really busy preparing for the up-coming season. We have registered for the 
newly introduced CANSail program, and are expecting a few teething problems with 
that but hope that things run smoothly and there is minimal disruption for our students 
and instructors. 

 
Peter Wilkins, Brian Hurst and I interviewed 7 candidates for the various paid positions 
at the School. We are still finalizing negotiations for some positions but have confirmed 
Kevin Biskaborn as Manager, Nikki Quinn as Head Instructor, Nicole Dupuis as 
CANSail 1&2 Instructor and Eric Richert as our Learn to Race Coach. Both Emily 
Durward and Ben von Holtzendorff have moved on to other ventures this summer and 
we wish them well and thank them for their years of service at Fanshawe Yacht Club 
Sailing School. I hope they will come and visit when they can. 
 
We are excited to welcome Antoine from Quebec as the fifth member of our Learn to 
Race team this summer. Thank you to Tina and Nicholas Callendar; Nathalie and Brian 
Hurst; and Colleen and Mike Wareing for all agreeing to billet Antoine for weeks during 
the season. He is here to improve his English as well as sail, but I’m sure he won’t mind 
if you want to practice your French language skills with him, so take the opportunity to 
get to know him. 
 
The other members of our Learn to Race team are Brooke Ellison-Wareing, Laura Ries, 
Thomas Johnstone and Duncan McKillop. There is still room for more! We are looking 
forward to a fun season with some keen competition while improving and learning new 
skills. 
 
Thanks to John Kabel giving us the lead, we have purchased 3 used 420’s from the 
Sarnia Yacht Club. They will complement or replace some of our existing 420’s to be 
used mainly in the CANSail 3&4 program. 
 
Mary Watson was a star in organizing our booth at the Sport and Recreation Show. I 
believe she is submitting a report with details but we are grateful to her for making this 
happen. 
 
We have lots of plans for various events throughout the season to encourage new 
students and ultimately new members. The Sailing School Committee is an enthusiastic 
bunch and have lots of ideas. We hope that we can count on the membership to 
support these initiatives which you will hear about as we finalize plans.  
 
The Open House is the next event on the agenda. Only 1 day this 
year, we plan to have only the Sailing School boats available for  
rides provided by the instructors. We will still need lots of 
volunteers to welcome visitors and show them around. We’ve also 
been offered a free booth at the Kids Expo June 15-17 in Victoria 
Park in London so would appreciate volunteers that weekend to 
lighten the load. 
 
With this great spring weather, the Sailing School applications have already begun to 
come in, so we’re looking forward to a great season. See you on the water! 
 
Vera Eames,        Sailing School Director 

 

A sailboat has a ladder of metal rungs bolted to its side. The rungs are 

exactly 1 foot apart, and the water comes exactly to the fourth rung (from 

the bottom). When the tide rises 6 feet, which rung will it reach? 6 

http://www.fyc.on.ca/
http://www.thamesriver.on.ca/


 
Cruising with FYC—Adventure Living Aboard! 
 
The general plan is that here may be two cruises this summer dependent on the 
interest of members. Watch for notices of organizational meetings. 
 
NORTH CHANNEL CRUISE 
Tentative dates: Jul 20 to 28 

 
 Unbelievably lovely coves and shorelines. 
     Two harbours for your dinner ashore nights if desired 
1000 ISLAND CRUISE  
Tentative date: Jun 22 to 30 

 
 
 
Ports and history to explore  
along the way such as Bolt  
Castle to the right 
 
 
 

PADDLING COMMANDS                                                                                               
SIT UP - paddles in the relaxed position, parallel over the water pointed at 90 degrees 

to the side of the boat.                                                                                                     
PADDLES UP - paddles above the water ready to take a stroke. Commonly used for 

starting the movement of the boat in a non-race situation.                                                                                                                                                      
TAKE IT AWAY - command to start paddling.                                                                                                                                   
LET IT RUN - paddling stops and boat coasts to a stop on its own.                                                                                          
HOLD THE BOAT - bringing the boat to a full stop with the use of the paddles.                                                                     
READY, READY - race command in a start situation for paddles to be placed in 

position for the first stroke  (submerged or out of water).                                                                                                                                                  
SERIES - a combination of strokes during a race, often a set of 10 or 20 strokes that 
are quicker and more forceful.  

COMMON INCORRECT DRAGON BOAT TERMINOLOGY                                                                                               
ROWING - rowers use oars, therefore they are rowers. Dragon boaters use paddles 

therefore they are paddlers. You do not row a dragon boat!                                                                                                                                                   

COXSWAIN (koksn) - steersperson of the boat, often incorrectly referred to a Cox man. 
In this area commonly called  the "Cox".  

   
            June Bug 2002---10 years ago—Towns (8235) and Biskaborn (7663) 

 
Racing With FYC—for me---the excitement of the chase! 
 
June Bug's a-comin' - First FYC Regatta of the Season 
 
It was ever thus, that when somebody came up with some kind of new conveyance, 
eventually we'd have people yelling as one person tried to beat another over a finish 
line with one. At FYC, it seems to be the Puddleduck that is the new thing to try. 
 
It's still about two months away, but as the little advert in this issue says, the June Bug 
is approaching. You'll have lots of good weather this year to prepare your craft, so we 
hope to see plenty of racers! Watch the website for formal Notices of Race and revised 
Sailing Instructions. Your Racing Committee is bound and determined to 
go three for three with water starts again this year. 
 
We will be looking for people over the next month, to volunteer for the 
many interesting jobs on and near the water, as the white-knucklers 
among us try to see who's fastest. Especially tough jobs to fill are the 
safety-boat skippers and crews. Depending on the number of racers and 
feedback from members, we may try to get away with one safety boat 
during racing this year. 
 
Also still under discussion is the question of lunch preparation for the volunteers and 
sailors. It is really important to show the visitors at the Pumpkin Regatta a good time. If 
someone would like to take it on for one or more regattas, that would be very much 
appreciated.  
 
I've been laying off the phone calls while MJ and I are keeping our house ready for 
potential buyers, but in about two weeks, if I haven't heard from anyone, I will take 
roster in one hand, dialing finger pointed at the phone, and start calling all of you!! 
 
Have a great early spring, and I hope to hear from some of you soon. 
 
John Kabel, Rear Commodore on behalf of the Racing Committee 
 519-453-9376              jjkabel@rogers.com    7 
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 2012 June Bug Regatta June 2-3 

Please direct any questions or interest in volunteering to: 

Regatta Organizer: John Kabel 

ELIGIBILITY: This is an invitational regatta open to ALL SAILORS (including 
those who are not members of FYC). 

STARTS: Will be either land- or water-based starts; yet to be determined.  

FIRST RACE: Is scheduled to take place on Saturday at 11:00 AM. 

LAST RACE: No start sequences will be started AFTER 1:30 PM on Sunday. 

REGATTA ENTRY FEES:                                                                                                                  

Single-Handed: $20.00 | Double-Handed: $30.00 
Junior Single: $15.00 | Junior Double: $25.00 
Learn to Race: $0.00 

 

NOTE: Slightly revised sailing instructions will be posted on line, no later than 1 week 

prior to the regatta 
 
Plan ahead and invite out of town racers from your fleet to attend. 

 
 
 

 
 
    
 THE COMMODORE’S SAIL PAST AND RECEPTION 
 
                          SUNDAY MAY 20, 2012-04-05 
 
               The official start of the sailing season at FYC 
 
 WELCOME ALL SAILORS, PADDLERS AND THEIR FAMILIES 
 
Sail past and Row Past (for the paddlers) 
Unless there is inclement weather, the timing is as follows: 
  
 2:15 PM Skipper’s Meeting in the chalet.  
 3:00PM sail Pass Start on the water 
 
All FYC members and families are welcome to join us for this event 
 
Each fleet should aline themselves on the water in single file generally from 

lowest sail number to highest. The fleet then passes in single file, 
evenly spaced if possible1 past the commodore’s anchored boat and 
stand to salute their Commodore.  

 
Commodore’s Reception 
 
4:00 PM 
Following the sailpast, the doors of the 
chalet will open at 4:30 PM and club 
members will meet their 2012 Club 
Executive in a reception line as we 
enter to enjoy our opening social with  

wine and cheese. 
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FYC Sailors sailing away................... 

Catamarans and trimarans sail from 
Trenton                                               
Posted Aug 11, 2011 By Kate Everson 

 
 
EMC Lifestyles - Quinte West - The Central 
Ontario Catamaran Racing Association was on 
the Bay of Quinte on Saturday, with teams 
coming from all over southern Ontario to race to 
Hay Bay and Waupoos. 
 
"We need a little more wind please," said Jim 
MacKenzie from London who built his own 
trimaran. 
 
He said the F-22 design took him four years to 
build, and there are only 15 of them in the world. 
This was his first time in Trenton, here with 
Carleen Hone and Paul de Viet who has raced 
for the past seven years. They are part of the 
Fanshawe Yacht Club. 
 
"This is my second trimaran," Jim said.    This trimaran was getting ready for a sail to 
“The first one is 22 years old."  Prince Edward County from the Trenton dock. 
 
He said he likes the trimaran better than catamarans because the three hulls make it 
more stable. Three larger trimarans, F-27, were also sailing in the race, one from New 
York State. 
 
"I like them because they are very light, not tippy, stable and fast on the water," Jim 
said. "This one can float in 12 inches of water with a very shallow draft." 
 
He said the craft can also be folded up and put into a trailer. 
 
"It weighs about 1,500 pounds," he said. 
 
The name of this boat is Raise a Little Hull. The last one was Tri-Oomph. 
 
Jim was a little worried about the weather, although rain was not a problem, just 
lightning. "We are a thirty-foot-high lightning rod," he said. "But statistically, more golfers 
get hit by lightning than boats." 
Jim has been sailing since he was seven years old, going out with his father.  
 
"I fell in love with it," he said. "I got hooked." 
 
He said the trimaran was not competing with the catamarans since they are in a 
different class. In fact, it was in a class of its own. 
 
 

Classifieds 
 
 Our 1/2 of well built, Shoreline Dock  
Contact: Nico or Alice Jukema 519-290-2104 

 

A large Selection of boat parts new & used 
 Including Masts, booms, fittings, too many to list. 
 I can also bring in parts from my Toronto wholesaler.   
 
Contact:  Email me your needs to carhk@rogers.com or call us. 

  Number is in the roster.       Jim Mackenzie 

 
Sailboat for Sale 12 ft. Shearwater Sailboat - great price $2,000 

- sloop-rigged lapstrake sailing dingy 
- Black aluminum mast 
- wooden boom 
- 92 sq. ft. tanbark sails - (maroon colour) 
- creamy white hull with dark green band 
- mahogany on stern and centre board trunk 
- grey cockpit 
- includes licensed road trailer 
  
John Nichols built this boat and it was originally 
sailed at FYC.  The owner loved it but has a new 
hobby and hopes it goes to someone who will 
appreciate craftsmanship.  I think the pic is 
attached in the Word doc though if it doesn't work 
just let me know. 
 
Contact: reply to sender or call 519-235-0389 

evenings. Located near Exeter for viewing Bev Prout 

 
Boat for sale. CL14 . $700.00 
Good set of sails. Mast, Boom and Rudder. 
The boat comes with a good trailer. 
 
Contact: Call Paul @519 659 4633 

 
Needed Items 
 
Wayfarer Main and Jib needed!!! 
We need a donation of a used main and jib for the Wayfarer that has been added to the 
leasing program.     
 Contact; Paul Chesman, Past Commodore and Leasing Program Chair 

 
On a ship, what runs from forward to aft on the Port side and aft to forward 

on the Starboard side?               A.   The ship's name. 
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2012 FYC Schedule of Events 
 
CLUB MEETINGS 

2012 Executive Meetings are held the first Monday of each month.                                                         
2012 General Meetings: April 19 will be our last general meeting until the fall                                                                                              
 
INFORMAL WEDNESDAY RACING  

Informal club racing begins on May 9 and continues each Wednesday until October 10 
with start times at 3 PM and 6:15 PM 
 
In the event of uncooperative weather, the alternate racing date will be Thursday 3 PM 
and 6:15PM  (or sail both nights if you wish!) 
 
 SAILING REGATTAS, CRUISES, SOCIAL EVENTS 

 
APR 6-9            Easter weekend                                                                               
APR 11     Winter Wednesday Dinner Out at Johnny’s Restaurant  
APR 14             Spring Work Party #1                                                                                
APR 19       General Meeting Location: HMCS Prevost,                                                                             

     19 Becher St.                                                 
APR 20             Fanshawe CA opens                                                                                    
APR 21            Spring Work Party #2       
                                                                     
 
MAY  5             Moorings Work Party  #3    

MAY  9     Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM   
MAY 10                   Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM 
MAY 16                   Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM  
MAY 17                   Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM 
MAY 20                  Commodore’s Reception /Sail past     
MAY 21     Victoria Day – Fanshawe Optimist Fireworks-- 
   Can be watched from FYC north cliff at campfire    

MAY 23                   Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM  
MAY 24                   Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM 
MAY 26              FYC Open House   

MAY 30                   Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM   
MAY 31                  Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM 
 

 
 
JUN 2-3              June bug Regatta 

JUN  6      Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM    
JUN  7      Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM   
JUN 4 TO 14     Dragon Boat training sessions at FYC for Jun 16 
                  Times: 6, 7 and 8 PM sessions  

JUN 13      Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM  
JUN 14        Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM 
JUN 16       Fanshawe Dragon Boat Festival at the rowing centre                                  
JUN 17      Father’s day breakfast and poker run 

JUN 20                   Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM  
JUN 21     Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM 

JUN 22-30        Thousand Island Cruise (tentative dates)     

JUN 27     Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM  
JUN 28          Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM                                                          
 

 
JUL 4     Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM  
JUL 5     Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM                                                          
JUL 7      Len MacDougall Memorial at FYC 
JUL 11      British Sports Car Club BBQ at FYC 

JUL 11      Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM  
JUL 12      Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM                                                          
JUL 18      Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM  
JUL 19      Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM                                                          
JUL 20-28              North Channel Cruise – start at Killarney Marina  
       (tentative dates)   

JUL 25      Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM  
JUL 26        Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM          
                                                 
 
AUG 1     Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM  
AUG 2     Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM                                                          
AUG 8     Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM  
AUG 9     Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM                                                          
AUG 15     Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM  
AUG 16     Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM                                                          
AUG 22     Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM  
AUG 23     Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM                                                          
AUG 25-26          Club Championship Regatta 
      Club Corn Roast on Sunday   

AUG 29      Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM  
AUG 30                 Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM                                                         

                    

 
SEP  5      Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM   
SEP  6      Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM                                                          
SEP  8               Sailing School work party     

SEP 12      Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM  
SEP 13        Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM                                                          
SEP 19      Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM  
SEP 20      Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM                                                          
SEP 26      Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM  
SEP 27                   Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM                                                      
SEP 29-30           Pumpkin Regatta / Turkey Dinner Saturday night 

                                                                                        
 
OCT 3     Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM  
OCT 4     Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM                                                       
OCT 10     Informal racing   3PM and 6:15PM  
OCT 11     Alternate-- Informal racing   3PM and 6:15 PM                                                       
OCT 13                Fall Work Party#1   

 
OCT 14                Fanshawe CA closes    
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 OCT 20                 Fall Work Party #2                                                                           
 

 
NOV 11      Annual FYC Banquet (tentative date) 
 NOV 22                Annual General Budget Meeting                                                             
                     

 

 
 

   
 2012 Rowbust DB Summer Schedule 

Training schedule: May 3 to October at FYC 

Tuesday:  6:30 pm to 7:30 pm in boat training  
Thursday:  6:30 pm to 7:30 pm in boat training  
Saturday:  8:00 am to 8:45 am Cardio   
  9:00 am to 10:00 am in boat training  
  10:00 am to 10:30 am abdominal workout  
  Breakfast at James Place  
 
Regatta schedule; not yet complete  

                Jun 16      Fanshawe Dragon Boat Festival, Rowing Club 
 Jul 27-29    Montreal National Dragon Boat Festival                                           
 
Festival Selection for 2012 to be determined 

    

  
 THE UPCOMING JUNE 16 FESTIVAL  

We have organized this event to increase public awareness about our charities and 
raise financial support for our programs, as well as encourage a dragon boat 
community in the Greater London area.  
 
 Our Vision  

We intend to grow the race and festival over the next few years into one of the most 
successful dragon boat festivals in Ontario on an outstanding Lake facility. The 
Conservation Authority amenities and, above all, the generosity and spirit of its club 
makes Fanshawe an ideal place to develop a robust culture of dragon boating at all 
levels from junior to senior, competitive & recreational clubs!!  
Cheryl McLachlan 
   
Sailors who may wish to volunteer to help at the festival can contact the 
Rowbust Dragon Boats or check in online at 

 www.fanshawedragonboatfestival.com 
 

 

  
 2012 London Dragon Boat Club Schedule 
 
Regatta schedule— Hamilton, Barrie, Stratford and Woodstock event dates to be 

confirmed. 
June 16     Fanshawe Dragon Boat Festival 
 

FYC Clubwear 
 
To look your best for this sailing season, be sure to check out the FYC Store for t-shirts, 
Henley shirts, sweatshirts, ball caps, vests, bags and FYC car window decals. The 
prices will remain the same for 2012. Our clubwear selection and ordering is managed 
by Lori Chesman. 
 
The order form, sizing and pricing may be found at our website www.fyc.on.ca under 
the member tab and then downloads and will also be posted in the chalet this spring. 

 

 
Reminiscences from Nearly 4 decades of great Sailing at FYC 
From our Western correspondent and member-at-large in Victoria B.C 
--Derek Innes 

 
It’s hard to believe that Marj and I have been away from London for 10 years now. 
Sailing a lot on Fanshawe Lake from May 1964 to June 2002 brought so many positive 
experiences to both of us. And with three wonderful classes of boats (Y-flyer, Hobie 14 
and Dart 18) we both loved our time on 
Fanshawe Lake 
 
The May 1964 photo is a Free Press picture 
that shows our Y-609. The other picture was 
taken on the commodore’s Cup weekend of 
2002 and shows Carl Holland, Derek and Marj 
Innes. 
  

 

http://www.fanshawedragonboatfestival.com/
http://www.fyc.on.ca/


 
When we look back we can recall several note-worthy incidents at the club: 
 
A)   One June Bug in the 1960’s we turtle our Y-Flyer in a gusty SW wind going from 
the dam mark (#3) to #2 with our spinnaker up. When we got the boat up, there was a 
fish swimming around in the bilge. 
 
B)   NW wind, a few years later, four Y’s all with their spinnakers up, all side by side, 
sailing all the way from #5 (north end of the lake) down to the finish line area. Not one 
of the four of us could pull ahead of the other three. The four of us were all tied the 
entire 1.6 km run. Great competition! 
 
C)   Were there ever a lot of Hobie cats on the lake in the late 1970’s. During a June 
Bug one year, a float plane (with wheels) had run out of fuel before reaching the airport. 
He landed on the lake and motored (or drifted) to the yacht club. It was strange seeing 
a plane tied up to our dock during a regatta. 
 
D)   Wed. Evening races were always fun. One evening,he course called for going to #5 
and there was a hot air balloon dropping down to within 50 feet of the surface of the 
lake in the large area north of mark #5. Did the paying customers ever get a good view 
of the race. 
 
E)   Also in the 70’s and early 80’s when we had large regattas like the June Bug and 
Pumpkin, non- sailing family members would get into their cars and drive down o the 
dam to see who was 1

st
, 2

nd
,or 3

rd
 rounding the mark 

 
F)   One day I launched the Dart from the top of the south ramp as the water was so 
high. I sailed the boat single handedly over the picnic tables and bushes of the beach 
area. I even went over a small portion of one of the parking lots. An hour later I went to 
the dam, then to the south shore where I was able to sail downwind along a hiking path 
down to near where the rowing club is today. It felt weird sailing through a path in the 
forest. 
 
G)   The next day, so stoked was I with high water, I wanted to see if I could make the 
Thorndale Bridge following the much wider than normal Thames River. A NE wind 
helped with this decision. Since I had a time commitment at 6:00 PM I felt I got within 2 
to 3 miles of the bridge. I could have gone further but I had to keep my eyes on my 
watch. Going downwind at high speed, a fish jumped up in front of my front cross bar, 
flopped frantically on the tramp for 2 seconds before flipping off the back of the boat. 
 
There are so many memories from the best sport in the world—small boat sailing. 

 
Spring tune-up check list - Dave Hansman's quick list 

 
ED NOTE: This tune up list was specific to the Wayfarer but applicable to many of 
the dinghies. The areas of concern for wear and maintenance are also applicable 
to the bigger yachts so worth the read! 
Once again, many thanks to Uncle Al for permitting us to use his information!! 
 
MAST 

1. Look carefully at the sheaves top and bottom. These are usually worn, sometimes 
very badly. This will damage the halyard and/or be hard to turn. Use silicone lubricant. 
Some 

 
 sheaves may be nylon - okay with rope halyard but not for wire. Replace if necessary. 
 
2. Inspect entire wire halyard for damage. Should run freely, lay straight (if it wants to 
curl up, this is a sign of internal damage) and be "clean" of dirt, corrosion, etc. Look at 
the loops on each end to ensure they are okay, including the swaged sleeve. Make sure 
the rope connection is not frayed at the wire loop. 
 
3. Inspect shrouds and look carefully at the turnbuckles, if so equipped. If they show 
signs of having been bent or damaged, replace and do not reuse. 
4. Inspect all three halyards end to end for signs of damage. If all three run in the mast 
groove and are not running internally, make sure the loops at the end of the wire 
halyards are neat and small. If not, things will bind as you raise/lower sails. Using 1/8" 
or 3/16" lines help alleviate the problem (assuming wire halyards). If halyards are rope 
only, there should be no issue with 1/4" line as long as it has a smooth outer jacket. 
 
5. While you are at it, check the wind indicator and mounting. 
 
6. What is the condition of the mast pin?  What size is it? When mast is erected, weight 
of mast (and therefore rig tension) should not be on the pin. The pin should be loose 
when the mast is erected and shrouds attached. (Al's note: We just discussed this at 
Saturday's Round Table at the MSC: To take weight off the mast pin, you may need to 
add plastic (nylon??) of the type used for kitchen cutting boards at the foot of the mast 
step until the mast sits high enough to take weight off the pin. This may in turn require a 
rake re-check?) 
 
7. Is there a rig tensioner (which there should be)?  Inspect, lubricate, and test. 
 
8. The spreaders are of concern on older rigs. They are loose and sloppy compared to 
the fixed and quite rigid ones on modern rigs. I upgraded both my W's. Check the bolts 
and fittings to make sure they are not sloppy. Check the distance between shrouds at 
the spreaders as well as the "attitude" of the spreaders - they should go up slightly 
toward shrouds when mast is erected. The spreader bracket can sometimes be bent or 
can be loose and this affects spreader positioning.  
 
HULL (bottom)-Turn the boat over for inspection. 

1. Look all around the edges where the joint between the hull and the topside is made. 
This may be the major source of leakage into forward and rear buoyancy tanks (it was 
on my W2178). The gaps are not obvious unless the W is upside down. Caulking can 
provide a temporary fix, but thickened epoxy is better. 
 
2. What does the centerboard slot look like?  Cracks, chips existing?  This is a good 
time to remove and refinish the c/b. Check the angle of the c/b in full down position.  
(Al's note: board should be able to go down to near the 83° max. allowed by the Class 
Rules) 
 
3. Check the keel bands and make sure all screws are there and are tight. May want to 
remove screws and reinstall, sealing with epoxy as you do so. Now is the time to install 
slot gaskets if you are so inclined. 
 
4. Check pintle/gudgeon mountings on transom as well as the drain plugs. All should be 
sealed and tight. Pintle/gudgeons should be thru bolted and caulked on the inside, too. 
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5. Check condition of rub rail. Poor condition here can lead to leaks in buoyancy 
compartments through loose screws or rivets 
 
6. Repair any serious scratches or damage to gel coat. 
 
HULL (topside) 

1. Check the gaskets. Everything you need to fix them is available at Canadian Tire. 
Use dense, closed cell foam tape. 
 
2. Make sure the hatch cover retainers can clamp the hatch lids tightly. Note that these 
bolts are another source of leakage into the front/rear compartments. 
 
3. Check and lubricate all cleats and blocks. Use through bolting on all cleats, if 
possible. Check screws and bolts to ensure they are tight. If lubricating, use a silicone 
lubricant, sticky lubricants attract dirt. 
 
4. Check the bow plate. This is almost always loose on older Ws that haven't had good 
attention. This is a critical area as it absorbs 100% of the forward rig (jib luff) tension.  
You may need a small, strong person to go inside front compartment to get at bolts 
(and it should be thru bolted, not just screwed down - danger!). I have been able to get 
into the forward compartment when the W has been upside down but not when upright.  
 
5. Check for cracks along inside of fore/aft compartment bulkheads where they meet 
both the floor and the top deck. Make sure all screws and fittings are sealed and tightly 
installed. Check drain plugs and replace if necessary.  
 
6. General inspection of hiking straps, floor board, seats, bailers and other cockpit 
items. Good time to clean out last year's dirt and grime.   
 
7. Check the bridle or traveller for wear. 
 
8. Check foredeck for cracks (usually caused by people walking on the old deck - to be 
discouraged). 
 
9. Check mast step and pulpit for damage or wear.  
 
10. Check where the centerboard box joins the thwart. On some older GRP boats this 
was a real point of weakness. May need strengthening here as it has to be solid to 
counter the stress of the c/b and help stiffen the hull. 
 
11. Floorboard supports are often also the stiffeners for the bottom of the boat. These 
can break loose from the bottom over time; hull loses stiffness. Epoxy repairs required. 
Be careful, if installing new fasteners to secure the floorboards, that the bouncy 
compartment is not compromised (as happened on the W Mk2 "Mystic" under the mast 
step). 
 
RUDDER 
 
1. Check blade condition, repair. Will it meet measurement requirements? 
 
2. Make sure of tight fit of tiller to rudder head.                    

 
3. Check and lubricate tiller extension. Is it firmly attached to the tiller?  
 
4. Check that the rudder hold-down works, can be loosened quickly but will keep the 
rudder down when you need it down 
 
Added note 

Plastic under the mast step is a good idea to take the weight. Cutting board material 
can work. I use stainless steel. This comment made me think of something else:  
   
One of the areas that is always a concern (in my thinking) is the structural area of the 
hull immediately under the mast. The rig tension can exert a lot of pressure on this 
area, pressure that many of the earlier Mk1 and Mk2 boats were not designed to 
withstand. Cracks appear, over time, from the stress. This manifests itself the most in 
the Mk2 as the forward buoyancy compartment, on some versions, goes under the 
mast (drain hole therefore aft of the mast). When cracks appear below the mast this 
compromises the integrity of the forward compartment. Fortunately, the woodies don’t 
have this problem although this area should still be inspected regularly, even on 
woodies, to make sure nothing is loosening up, screws aren’t shearing, etc. This is an 
area that gets hidden due to lines, hardware, hiking straps, spinnaker bags, etc, so 
problems aren’t always immediately noticeable.  
  

How to get rid of the algae on Fanshawe Lake?? By S. Goldt 
  
Ralph sent this email from the warm south this winter---- 
 
‘In previous years I have walked and skated the sidewalks of Gulf Blvd in St. Pete's 
Beach, Florida. I had noted that where there are fountains close to the street line, 
sometimes there was what looked like bubbling soap suds and I suspected that some 
wise guy had put laundry detergent therein. As a matter of fact, I had considered doing 
that myself but reconsidered when I thought of how many security cameras are likely 
focused on these things. 
  
Well, where I am staying and have been for about 40 years, there are three fountains 
and what do you know? They are full of soap suds.  I sought out the owner and asked 
how come?  He said, the suds are not from soap but from an anti algae product. It 
seems that if one doesn't treat the 
fountain systems periodically, 
algae will form and obstruct the 
ducts and everything comes to a 
stop. 
  
So, thinking of our annual algae 
problem at Fanshawe Lake, I 
thought we should 
consider finding out how many 
tank trucks loads of this product 
we would need to keep our waters 
fresh and pristine in the warm 
humid months.  Just a thought! 
 
This is what our lake would look like with this treatment! The UTRCA has lots of money! 

Let's go for it!’                                                                                         13 



 
Now, many of you folks recall other projects tried at the lake. There was the bubbler 
installed just below the water surface near the beach through a UWO research project. 
Now there were two benefits---the churning water indeed was better aerated so 
somewhat less polluted and the bubbler calmed the surface of the water even in stiff 
breezes.(Cheers from the rowing club!) The chance of doing this lake-wide would be a 
tad pricey but wait.....in August it would feel like one large hot tub!! 
 
The second option was use of a curtain at the beach that would keep an area of water 
separate from the lake. That water ‘behind the curtain’ was pumped out and through a 
piece of equipment that exposed it to ultraviolet light thereby doing away with unhealthy 
bacteria. When the curtain was in need of replacement, the UTRCA decided to 
abandon the project because the rise of our lake waters frequently spilled over the 
curtain top contaminating the water behind. It also didn’t seem to encourage swimmers 
with the algae bumping against the outside of the curtain. Now if you had a chance to 
see the floating stage built for opera in Sydney’s Harbour in Australia, you will have 
seen the positioning of a giant chandelier over the stage using an amazingly huge 
crane to suspend it . Would this technology help with our lake? Once again, a tad 
expensive---but wait---an all over body tan while sailing under a suspended UV 
light?...hmmmm 
 
I think Ralph’s sudsy plan may be the least costly. I would settle with hauling my 
laundry in a net bag behind the Sirius through the suds.....would be more entertaining 
than the current method!! 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Puddle Duck Racer Dolly Idea from the PDRacer website 

             
 
Love these dollies! Sure makes life easier. I tie a slip not through a pad eye, but an eye 
bolt, velcro or some other way would work just as good. Just something to keep it from 
coming out if the boat is lifted and turned right side up. The axel is a 12"x1/2" bolt with a 
nut, some washers and some PVC pipe to act as spacers and a hole drilled through the 
2x3. It will hold a lot more weight than I thought it would.  
 
 

                    
 
 Another advantage to the PD Racer Gas the gas prices  go up!!! 
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